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Abstract

We will assume that a term pertains to a domain or

sublanguage if the term is “relevant” to the sublanguage.

We introduce two methods to determine the membership

degree of a term. In the first one, each term is just a

word, while in the second it is a simple noun phrase.

We will discuss the possibilities to apply our methods

into phrase classification. In order to determine the

membership degree we deal with text tagging with parts-

of-speech and nominal phrases identification. We will

show our approaches to solve both problems. All our

methods and results are relative and have been applied

to the Spanish language, and more particularly to the

Mexican Spanish.

Keywords:

Phrase classification, corpus-based tagging, sublan-
guage of a domain, machine learning.

Resumen

La pertenencia de un término a un dominio o sub-

lenguaje significa que el concepto asociado al término es

“importante” dentro del sublenguaje. Presentamos dos

métodos para determinar la pertenencia. En uno se con-

sidera al término como una palabra, y en el otro como

una frase nominal simple. El estudio realizado mostró

buenas perspectivas de aplicación de estos métodos en

la clasificación de frases. En este reporte se presenta,

además, las herramientas necesarias que fueron desa-

rrolladas para apoyar a la solución del problema de

pertenencia: el etiquetamiento de un texto con partes

del discurso, y la identificación de frases nominales.

Palabras clave:

Clasificación de frases, etiquetamiento basado en cor-
pus, sublenguaje de un dominio, aprendizaje au-
tomático.

1 Introduction

The quality of information is an important matter in
our current life and its processing makes extremely nec-
essary the use of powerful and efficient tools. The
WWW, for instance, is a great information source but
it does not have had an exploitation rate equivalent to
its growth (Baeza-Yates, 1998).
A quite relevant component in the improvement of in-
formation quality, is the processing of non-structured
information, either graphical or textual. In order to
fulfill the textual information, several approaches have
been developed: text categorization, information extrac-

tion and summarization (Smeaton, 1997). It is not just
a matter of traditional information retrieval, instead se-
mantical resources are essential in the processing. Be-
sides full text understanding, some alternative successful
methods have been used (Grishman, 1997).
The context (understood as the neighborhood of a word,
or the structure that contains a phrase, or the domain
of an output) plays an important role in classification
and disambiguation. The main problem consists in clas-
sifying a linguistic entity into a domain. We address to
the problem of such a classification for words and noun
phrases, with a certain membership degree.

Our methods, obviously, depend on the available in-
formation resources concerning the NLP for Spanish in
general, and for Mexican Spanish of our particular inter-
est. We developed some tools for particular syntactical
analysis as well as for tagging.
In the next two sections of this paper we present our
methods for tagging and the determination of member-
ship degrees of words and noun phrases to a given do-
main. In the fourth section we present an application
oriented towards phrase classification.

2 Tagging

Text tagging is a procedure used quite often in NLP.
In particular, it consists in the association of each
word in a discourse with its own part-of-speech (POS).
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Several methods are reported in the literature. We
have followed the so called Memory-Based Learning

(MBL) (Daelemans, 1995) approach.

2.1 Memory-based Learning

MBL is a supervised learning method that uses a col-
lection of instances to classify any new instance. The
class assigned to any new instance X is the class of the
most likely instance.
More precisely, let A = {A1, . . . , Am} be a collection of
attributes, for each A ∈ A let D(A) be its domain and
let U =

∏

A∈AD(A) be the universe of instances.
Given any set S ⊂ U (supposed later to be of training

instances), for any attribute Ai ∈ A and any value in its
domain a ∈ D(Ai), let SAi←a = {X = (x1, . . . , xm) ∈
S|xi = a} be the collection of instances in S that have

a as their i-th value, and let πa(A) = #(SA←a)
#(S) be the

proportion of instances with the a value for the at-
tribute A. With respect to a given collection of classes
C = {C1, . . . , Cn}, with C ⊂ U , the entropy of S is

infoC(S) = −
n
∑

j=1

freqj(S) · log2 freqj(S) (1)

where freqj(S) =
#(S∩Cj)

#(S) is the “relative frequency of

elements in S that fall in class Cj”. For each attribute
A ∈ A the information gain of S, relative to A and C,
is

gainC,A(S) = infoC(S) −
∑

a∈D(A)

πa(A) · infoC (SA←a)

(2)
Also, let’s define the following normalized parameters:

split infoA(S) = −
∑

a∈D(A)

πa(A) log2 πa(A) (3)

gain ratioC,A(S) =
gainC,A(S)

split infoA(S)
(4)

(observe that split infoA(S) does not depend on the par-
tition C).
Suppose fixed a set of training instances S and a cur-
rent partition C of classes. Given two instances X =
(x1, . . . , xm), Y = (y1, . . . , ym) ∈ U let ∆(X, Y ) =
∑m

i=1 wi · δ(xi, yi), where the vector of weights w =
(w1, . . . , wm) ∈ (R+)m can be chosen with several cri-
teria as explained above and δ is a complementary Kroe-

necker delta: δ(a, b) =

{

0 if a = b,
1 if a 6= b.

(∆ : (X, Y ) 7→

∆(X, Y ) is a distance function realized as a weighted

average of the “discrepancies” on attributes.) For any
X ∈ U let us denote by argminY ∈S∆(X, Y ) any ele-
ment in S that minimizes the function Y 7→ ∆(X, Y )

on S: Y0 = argminY ∈S∆(X, Y ) ⇔ Y0 ∈ S & ∀Y ∈ S :
∆(X, Y0) ≤ ∆(X, Y ). Hence, given any new instance
X , we will classify it in the same class as was classified
argminY ∈S∆(X, Y ).
The weights vector w can be selected with either of the
next criteria:

Information gain Let w =
(

gainC,A(S)
)

A∈A
with its

components defined as in eq. (2).

Normalized gain Let w =
(

gain ratioC,A(S)
)

A∈A

with its components defined as in eq. (4).

Evidently, the evaluation of the weighted distance ex-
cludes 〈unknown features〉, i.e. attribute values not oc-
curring in the corresponding domain. The technique of
IGTree (Daelemans, Durieux, et. al. 1998) deals with
this problem. The main advantages of this approach
are the following:

• The training set is realized as an ordered decision
tree, i.e. a trie: Each level in the trie is deter-
mined by an attribute in the set of instances. The
root of the trie corresponds to the whole collec-
tion S of training instances, and any node that
corresponds to a collection N may have an edge,
labeled with a, towards a child that corresponds to
NA←a, for some a ∈ D(A). The set of attributes
A is assumed ordered in accordance with the gain

ratio values. This provides savings of search time
and memory space.

• In the classification process, each feature of the
new instance is matched with an edge in a depth-
first way. The first time that there is no a match-
ing the information corresponding to the node
where the matching fails is used as default. This
assumption provides the most likely class of the
instances on the fail node.

Several taggers following this approach have been re-
ported in the literature. For instance, in (Daelemans,
van-den-Bosch, et. al. 1998) is reported 97.8% in ac-
curacy when tagging a text of 89 × 103 words using
711 × 103 training instances. It is rather usual to use
the tenth part of a tagged text as the training set.
Certainly, MBL is an efficient and simple method quite
adequate for NLP classification tasks. In our approach,
we have implemented a modification of the complemen-
tary Kroenecker delta (Jiménez, Morales, 2000) regard-
ing that

• lacking of exact matching and 〈unknown features〉
is a common problem in real classification appli-
cations, and

• there is an implicit information in the training set
that can be used to solve the above problem.



Indeed we may analyze also the context around an
〈unknown feature〉. Given any new instance X =
(x1, . . . , xi−1, xi, xi+1, . . . , xm) and an attribute index
i ∈ {1, . . . , m}, a context of xi is a substring ci of X
around xi: X = X1 ∗ ci ∗ X2, for some possibly empty
strings X1, X2. For any possible value yi of the i-th
attribute let ci(yi) be the string obtained from ci sub-
stituting xi by yi. For any Y = (y1, . . . yi, . . . , ym) ∈ S
we shall estimate the probability that yi appears in the
context ci of xi: pi = Prob(ci(yi)|ci). More precisely,
let

δ
′
(xi, yi) =







0 if xi = yi

1 − pi if xi 6∈ D(Ai)
1 otherwise

(5)

Let us proceed as in IGTree with a slight modification:

1. In case of an instance with “high” gain informa-
tion whose current value is unknown with respect

to the training set, then using δ
′

we select the
class from the closest instance,

2. else we proceed the classification as in IGTree.

2.2 Part of Speech Tagging

Regarding the frequency of most used words in written
Mexican Spanish and the most common types of ambi-
guities we introduce the following four “super-classes”.
The first two are directly related to frequencies. The
other two have a relevant presence in the corpus:

Frequent well-defined words. These are frequent
words whose POS is invariant with respect to con-
texts (i.e. non-ambiguous frequent words). The
tags of these words are determined by a dictionary
and morphological rules. For instance articles and
most prepositions fall in this class.

Frequent ambiguous words. The disambiguation of
such words is realized through MBL using a train-
ing set extracted from the corpus.

Ambiguity verb/noun. These are words whose POS
is either Verb or Noun or Adjective. As in last
case, MBL is used. For instance, words as ganas

which can be assumed as “you win” or “inten-
tions to do something”, vista which is either the
past participle of ver or “sight”.

Unknown words. This class is complementary to the
union of the above classes. For this kind of words,
we use MBL with IGTree provided of the distance

δ
′
.

In our procedures based on MBL, we have assumed all
instances consisting of the endings of neighbor words

and their proper tags. We used extensively the follow-
ing resources:

a. examples formed by sequences of pairs (-endings,
POS) [they were extracted from a tagged dis-
course consisting of around 10 000 words
published in the Corpus del Español Mexi-

cano Contemporáneo collected by El Colegio de
México (Lara, Ham-Chande, et. al. 1979)],

b. morphological rules based on the conditional
probability of the occurrence of a given tag in a
particular context,

c. dictionaries of high frequency words, and

d. lists of endings corresponding to conjugations of
regular and irregular verbs.

We estimate the efficiency of the methods through the
precision P and recall R indices: Both P and R are ra-
tios whose numerator is the number of times that the
assigned class coincides with the correct class, the de-
nominator of P is the total number of objects to be
classified while the denominator of R is the total num-
ber of objects classified previously in the super-classes
introduced above. The performance index F involves P
and R and is defined as F = 2PR

P+R
. Each index will be

expressed as a percentual proportion.
In our tests, IGTree by itself got a performance value

of 79.19%, while IGTree with δ
′

got a performance of
81.5%. Particularly, when considering just the “Jour-
nalistic Genre” in the Corpus, which naturally corre-
sponds to a well structured discourse scheme, the per-
formance ratio was higher than 90% (Jiménez, Morales,
2002).

2.3 Noun Phrases Recognition

MBL was very useful in recognizing simple noun

phrases (Jiménez, Morales, 1998). In this applica-
tion the method decides whether there is the limit (or
boundary) of a noun phrase between two words in the
text. We proceed following the next algorithms:
Determination of an initial training set

1. Let us tag, in a manual form, the right bound
(RB) of noun phrases in the corpus.

2. For each RB, both strings consisting of the five
POS at the left of RB and five POS at the right
of RB are considered as “positive” instances.

3. “Negative” instances are strings of length five
which are not positive.

Attribute choice



1. Select the attributes that have greater informa-
tion gains, according to the gains of the initial
training set.

2. Substitute the current training set by the projec-
tion of the former training set onto the selected
attributes.

A similar method is reported in (Veenstra, 1998) that
uses a corpus in English extracted from The Wall Street

Journal. The reported accuracy (i.e. when each word
to be tagged is indeed tagged) is 97.2% using 203 711
examples of phrases when it was applied over a text
containing 47 377 English noun phrases. In our method
whenever we processed a text whose genre coincided
with that of the training set we got a performance in-
dex of around 96% while in texts of different genre the
index was around 88%, in spite that our training set
was rather small: 1 241 phrases in Mexican Spanish
(Jiménez, Morales, 1998).

3 Domain Membership

A domain includes the set of terms, i.e. words or phrases
entailing objects, that appear in a language, but may
have other elements in a non-crisp set theoretical no-
tion. Let us precise the membership notion on domains.
First of all let us introduce a convention on the domain
and word representation.

Word representation. Let V be a vocabulary. We re-
alize any dictionary as a function D : V×N → M,
M ⊂ V∗, that associates to each pair (w, i) the
i-th meaning of word w. Since each word has just
a finite number of meanings for all w ∈ V there
is a minimal number nw = nr mean(w) such that
[n > nw ⇒ D(w, n) = nil], where nil is the empty
word in V∗. For each word w ∈ V let D−1(w) =
{(v, i) ∈ V × N|∃i ∈ N : w appears in D(v, i)} be
the set of words for which there is a definition in-
volving w. The relation D−1 : V → 2V is a kind
of inverse dictionary of D.

For any word w ∈ V , the context of w with respect

to dictionary D is

CD(w) =
⋃

(v,i)∈D−1(w)

D(v, i) (6)

(in words: CD(w) consists of any definitions which
involve w).

Domain representation. Let us define procedurally
this notion:

1. Let B0 be a set of basic words in the domain,
D.

2. Enrich B0 by lexical induction: B.

3. Let B′ the join of CD(w), for each w ∈ B.

Second step is done using the notion of mutual

information (Church, Hanks, 1990): Given a text
T and two words w1, w2 let Prob(w1w2) be the
probability of occurrence of string w1w2 within
the text and let Prob(wi), i = 1, 2, the probabil-
ity of occurrence of wi without the other word wj .
Clearly, if Prob(w1w2) > Prob(w1),Prob(w2) then
a link between w1 and w2 should exist. Let

MI(w1w2) = log2

Prob(w1w2)

Prob(w1)Prob(w2)
(7)

With respect to a threshold value λ > 0, if
MI(w1w2) > λ then we will assume that the bi-
gram w1w2 is a composed term.

Let T (2) be the bigrams that occurs in the text
T . The lexical enrichment procedure is the fol-
lowing (Gierl, Frost, 1992):

1. Initial set of terms. Let L0 = {w1w2 ∈
T (2)|w1, w2 ∈ B0 & MI(w1w2) > λ} be the
set of composed bigrams with components in
the basic set B0.

2. Iterated set of terms. For each i > 0,
let Bi = Bi−1 ∪ {z|∃w1w2 ∈ Li−1 : z =
w1 or z = w2} be the set of words appear-
ing as components of bigrams in the current
set Li−1 and let Li = {w1w2 ∈ T (2)|w1, w2 ∈
Bi & MI(w1w2) > λ} be the set of composed
bigrams with components in the current set
Bi.

In a first test, using a text related to the notion of “pub-
lic health” in a public inquire surveyed between rural
population in Puebla’s valley in Mexico, B0 consisted of
19 words of least rank extracted from a basic dictionary
of health of 20 322 signs after suppression of the most
frequent Spanish words. With λ = 4 and five iterations,
the set of terms B (B5) consisted of 102 elements, and
looking at these terms we estimated an error less than
5%.

Let Dom be a domain and let w be a word. Let us
denote by pert(w, Dom) the membership degree of w to
domain Dom. We proceed to compare two approaches
in order to calculate pert(w, Dom):

Using a metric. Dom and x are embedded into a
metric space and we decide whether x is in the
neighborhood of Dom.

Rough sets. We associate to Dom a function µDom :
V → [0, 1] which is the membership function in-
deed.



3.1 The Metric Approach

Let us recall that C is the context function defined by
eq. (6). For any two words w1, w2 ∈ V and for any set
of words J ⊂ V let us define the following parameters:

Point distance.

δC(w1, w2) =
# (C(w1) ∩ C(w2))

# (C(w1) ∪ C(w2))
.

Minimal point-set distance.
δmin

C (w1, J) = Min{δC(w1, w2)|w2 ∈ J}.

Average point-set distance.

δC(w1, J) =
1

#J

∑

w2∈J

δC(w1, w2).

Normalized point-set distance.
δnorm

C (w1, J) = δmin

C (w1, J) · δC(w1, J).

Set diameter.
Diammax

C (J) = Max{δC(w1, w2)|w1, w2 ∈
J & δC(w1, w2) 6= 1}.

Average set diameter.

DiamC(J) =
1

#J − 1

∑

w∈J

δnorm

C (w, J − {w}).

Normalized set diameter.
Diamnorm

C (J) = Diammax

C (J) · DiamC(J).

Given a domain Dom, our classification criteria forms
three groups: The words included in Dom, the words
close to Dom and the words outside Dom:

Criterion M.1. δmin

C (w, Dom) ≤ Diamnorm

C (Dom) ⇒
w is included in Dom.

Criterion M.2. δmin

C (w, Dom) ≤ Diammax

C (Dom) ⇒
w is close to Dom.

Criterion M.3. δmin

C (w, Dom) > Diammax

C (Dom) ⇒
w is outside Dom.

3.2 The Rough Sets Approach

Let us recall that for each word w, C(w) is the represen-
tation of w as defined at the beginning of this section.
Two words are related with respect to the tolerance re-
lation (Pawlak, 1982) RC if their representations meet.
I.e. RC is defined as

∀w1, w2 ∈ V : w1RCw2 ⇔ C(w1) ∩ C(w2) 6= ∅ (8)

RC [w1] = {w2 ∈ V|w1RCw2} is the image of w1 under
relation RC .
For a set of words V ⊂ V contained in the vocabulary,
let

µV : V → [0, 1], w 7→ µV (w) =
#V ∩ RC [w]

#RC [w]
(9)

be the rough set associated to V , in other words, µV is
the membership function of V .
Fixed two threshold values λ1, λ2 ∈ [0, 1], λ1 < λ2, we
stated the following criteria

Criterion F.1. µDom(w) ≥ λ2 ⇒ w is included in
Dom.

Criterion F.2. λ2 > µDom(w) ≥ λ1 ⇒ w is close to
Dom.

Criterion F.3. λ1 > µDom(w) ⇒ w is outside Dom.

3.3 Comparison of both Approaches

In our tests, we used as dictionary D (to be used for
representing words) an electronic version of the Dic-

cionario Anaya de la Lengua Española which comprises
more than 29 000 entries. The domain Dom was the
notion of “health” and the vocabulary V was the set
of words employed by respondents in the public inquire
in the Puebla valley. All words appearing in the in-
quire answers were put into a list of three blocks: the
“included” words, the “close” words and the “outside”
words. In order to calculate the performance index,
we compared this list with the list of all words ordered
decreasingly with respect to the rough-membership val-
ues. In summary, our results were the following:

• The performance index F , as defined in section
1.1, got a value F = 0.53 using the criteria F in
the rough approach while F = 0.35 with the cri-
teria M in the metric approach. However, a very
great advantage of the metric approach was that
it does not require a priori fixed threshold values.
In (Haas, He, 1993) another criteria for domain
membership are assumed, and there are reported
indexes of the order F ≈ 0.49.

• The classification of terms into three classes pro-
duces a cover which is not a proper partition.
When we use just two disjoint classes (the “in-
cluded” and the “outside” classes of terms) then
with the metric approach we got F = 0.56.

3.4 Domain Membership for Phrases

In order to consider terms determined by phrases, not
just words, we used the notion of phrase sense (Garćıa-
Fajardo, 1995). Intuitively, we assume that the sense of
a syntagma is determined by combining the properties
of the words appearing in the syntagma. Formally, let
us approximate this idea as follows: Let

Ψ : V → V∗, w 7→ Ψ(w) =

(

⋃

i∈N

D(w, i)

)

∪C(w) (10)



(Ψ(w) consists of all words appearing in definitions
of w and in the context of w, with respect to dictio-
nary D). For any two words w1, w2 let Υ(w1, w2) =
Ψ(w1)∩Ψ(w2). Then for arbitrarily long syntagma, let
us define in an iterative way:

ξ(w1, . . . , wn, w) =







ξ(w1, . . . , wn) ∪
⋃n

i=1 Υ(wi, w)
if Ψ(w) ∩ ξ(w1, . . . , wn) 6= ∅,

∅ otherwise

where ξ(w1, w2) = Υ(w1, w2). Now for any domain B,
let B′ be its representation as defined at the beginning
of section 2. Then, for any syntagma w1 · · ·wn let us de-
fine the membership degree of syntagma w1 · · ·wn into
the domain B as

µB(w1 · · ·wn) =
# (B′ ∩ ξ(w1, . . . , wn))

#ξ(w1, . . . , wn)
. (11)

A discussion on our definitions is worthy at this point:
From a classical point of view, the concept associated
to a syntagma is determined by the common features
of the concepts associated to the words in the phrase
syntagma. In case of long phrases the intersection of
the components tends to be empty, whereas a simple
set-theoretical union makes too wide the notions and
introduce a great vagueness to the concepts.

4 Phrase Classification

We will exemplify our methods of phrase classifica-
tion by the processing of the above mentioned “Pub-
lic Health” inquire. Let B be this domain. Our treat-
ment is based on the 〈expositive acts of speech〉 (Austin,
1990). Any answer to the inquire will be put on the class
computed as a function of the membership degrees to
the health domain, according to the words and the noun
phrases contained in the answer, as well as on the num-
ber of links between phrases on the domain. Indeed,
a link exists between two phrases if the two syntagma
taken as a whole has sense in the domain. We recog-
nize a sense of a text in a domain, if there exists at
least (n/2) + 1 truly links from n total possible links
among the text components. Thus one possible illocu-

tionary value (〈refract〉, 〈circunds〉, 〈describes〉) shall be
assigned to each such answer:

describes. Either the number of links between noun
phrases having sense on the domain is greater
than minimum necessary links of the phrase or
the number of participating words is greater than
1.

circunds. The number of participating words is
greater than one and one of the following con-
ditions is satisfied:

1. the average membership degree of noun
phrases is positive,

2. the words appearing in the noun phrases
have an average class “outside” of B or

3. the words appearing in the noun phrases
have an average class “close” of B.

refract. In any other case.

After processing 172 answers, we got a global accu-
racy index of 49.41% and 93% of successes in dis-
tinguishing far separated classes while we got just a
success index of 78.2% for closer classes. Distinction
of far separated classes was made by computing the
number of successes when discriminating 〈describes〉
against 〈refract〉 values, whereas for near classes we
computed the number of successes on discriminating
〈describes〉 against 〈circunds〉 values or on discriminat-
ing 〈circunds〉 against 〈refract〉 values.

5 Final Remarks

5.1 Solved Problems

We have constructed an automatic tagger with POS
for Spanish. It is based on MBL with a modified met-
ric which allows the treatment of unknown values in
the training instances for IGTree. For unknown words,
the performance index of IGTree increased from 79.19%
to 81.5% with the modificated metric, nevertheless we
do not have still statistically significant evidence of im-
provement.
With respect to noun phrases identification, we devel-
oped a system based on MBL to recognize simple noun
phrases. We have begun with a lexicon of Spanish of
around 10 000 words. We got higher performance in-
dexes: 96.7% when processing texts of the same genre
as the training text, and 88.9% otherwise.
Finally, we have developed two approaches to estimate
membership degrees of words and noun phrases to dis-
course domains: one is based on rough sets while the
second in a metric. In spite that the first gives bet-
ter results it depends on extra criteria to select good
threshold values.

5.2 Contributions

Computational system. Ours is specialized on the
Spanish language. We estimate important the
system since it is one of the very few tools for
Spanish up to-date.

Methods. We have developed and implemented some
efficient variations of already classical classifica-
tion methods (MBL and IGTree).



5.3 Future Work

At present we are addressing several ulterior tasks in
order to continue the development of our system:

• To develop methods and algorithms for a word
tagger training able to process unrestricted text.

• To explore the advantages of new comparison
functions alternative to δ′.

• To identify verbal and adjective phrases as well.

• To validate in a stronger way the performance im-
provement of methods by using different linguistic
resources.

• To test our methods for membership degrees cal-
culation in areas relevant to information retrieval.

• To contribute in the establishment of newer lin-
guistic resources for the Spanish language.
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